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We are honored to have known Kato Jaworski. Her incredible 

energy and welcoming spirit permeated our hallways and 

flowed beyond our walls into the community. Kato was a 

passionate community builder and leader, an inspiring artist 

and teacher, and a trusted friend and colleague.

Under Kato’s leadership, from 2005–2014, thousands of kids 

and adults from all across the Bay Area came to the  

Art Center to experience our engaging art programs. 

To commemorate her extraordinary life and contributions, 

the Art Center and her family have set up the Kato Jaworski 

Scholarship Fund to provide kids and teens with  

need-based scholarships to take our classes and camps.

Kato’s contributions to the Art Center and the Richmond 

community will be enjoyed for generations to come. 

Her eternal optimism will be an inspiration for all of us.

This celebration was filled with some of the many things that Kato 

loved and was possible thanks to the incredible generosity and  

creativity of so many people. Thank you to Jan Brown, Michele  

Seville & Susan Wittenberg for helping to lead today’s event.  

A heartfelt thank you to everyone who contributed to this special  

day and who helped us honor and celebrate Kato’s amazing life, 

especially her partner Patrice “PJ” Peterson, her ex-partner and  

best friend of 34 years, Lia Roozendaal, and her friend, Lisa Kokin.
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